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NOTE: This report is submitted for the information of the recipient only.
The report is neither for public release nor transmittal to others; in
general the reports in this series will contain information obtained not
only from USNC-IGY activities but from the Navy and other nations. Courtesy
requires our respecting the prior rights of our sources with respect to
public dissemination of information given us for our private use. Accord-
ingly, contemplated further dissemination or publication interests should
be discussed with the USNC-IGY Secretariat.

I. U. S,. OPERATIONS

Little America Station

The final stage of off-loading has been interrupted by the continuous break-
up of bay ice. At one time the ice at the temporary supply dump began to melt
and crack. All available men were organized into twelve hour shifts to move the
cargo to safe ice near Little America Station. When it was discovered that heavy
vehicles could not operate fast enough, the helicopters were employed. On Feb-
ruary 5, all cargo had been off-loaded. The Nes pelen finished off-loading fuel
and sailed for McMurdo.

All IGY equipment for Little America that had not been previously located
has been found except one bundle of antenna posts, ionosphere package number 22,
for Byrd Station.

McMurdo Station

The conditions of the bay iLe at McMurdo Sound has not improved and on
February 3, helicopters were called in to facilitate off-loading and ferrying
to Hut Point. On February 5, eight buildings were complete and three in process.
The Wyandot was 717 off-loaded and the Greenville Victory 1001X. In the course
of the off-loading operation 32 cases of ICY equipment reported missing from
the Little America and the Byrd Station shipments were located and loaded aboard
the i yandot for transhipment back to Little America V. These cases have received
no apparent damage. As unloading operations drew to a close only six miles of
ice remained between Hut Point and open water and the AIROPFAC installation was
207. completed.

Lt. (j.g.) John C. Condit will be the first Roman Catholic priest to spend
a winter in the Antarctic. Lt. Condit will winter over at Hut Point with the
Sea Bee detachment. He plans to construct "Our Lady of the Snows" ice grotto
and chapel as part of the 34-building colony at Hut Point. To date Lt. Condit
has performed four baptisms on the expedition.



Air Operations

Activity has centered around the rescue operation for a UC-1 De Havilland
Otter. The plane went down during a flight to bring back the trail party which
had been forced to abandon its vehicles because of mechanical breakdown 360 miles
from Little America Station. On February 3 the plane failed to return with the
first load of trail party personnel. Ground rescue operations began immediately
while air reconnaissance was held up by bad weather. On February 4, Little
America Station picked up weak S 0 S signals which were verified by the Eastwind
in McMurdo Sound and the Arxieb in the Ross Sea. The remainder of the trail party
under Comdr. J. J. Bursey began to backtrack along their trail and had reached
No. 5 cache 250 miles from Little America V, while a ground party under CWO Victo
Young had reached No. I cache after some mechanical difficulties with a Weasel.
A rescue plane left McMurdo Sound and had to return when only 150 miles out be-
cause of bad weather. On February 5, the trail party under Comdr. Bursey met
the ground party from Little America at a point 250 miles from Little Aznerlca.
Not discovering any sign of the missing plane, they established a temporary base
from which the ground search continued. Two more UC4 flights were attempted hot
McMurdo but each time weather forced the planes back. The Eastwind sailed for
Little America V with an Otter aboard to facilitate the search. No further S 0 S
has been heard from the missing Otter.

The possibility of flying two RSD's from New Zealand was investigated, but
the ice at McMurdo proved unsuitable for the landing of wheeled airczaft and
the idea was dropped.

A ski-wheel equipped P2V Neptune was ordered readied at Patuxent Naval Air
Base in Maryland. The plane took off on February 7 to fly via the South American
continent and across Antarctica to Little America. This plane and crew was one
of those that had returned from the Antarctic on January 28. The Neptune was
under the command of Lt. Comdr. Charles Lathrop with a crew of six men. On Feb-
ruary 8 the plane was reported down in Venezuela at the position of 09°18'N,
6205'11. Air rescue operations carried out by the Venezuelan Air Force located
the plane and its crew. The plane was badly damaged in the forced landing but
all the crew were alive. Helicopters are being used to remove the personnel.

Most recent reports state that the Otter, down between Little America and
the site of the Byrd Station, has been spotted from the air at 77 0 31 1 S, 1540101W.
Passengers and crew have been picked up by helicopter. All personnel are safe,

Ship Operations

On February 2, all seven ships of the Task Force met for the first time inMcMurdo Sound to complete the final off-loading operation. On February 3 the
Arneb sailed for Lyttleton, N. Z., with Rear Adm. Richard E. Byrd aboard, bringing
to a close his fifth visit to the Antarctic since 1928. The Arneb arrived at
Port Lyttleton on February LO.

As soon as off-loading is completed the Greenyille Victory will leave for
New Zealand. The Edisto is departing for Cape Adare to reconnoitre a site for
a landing strip for Navy planes next fall. The Edisto will then depart for New
Zealand. The Wyandot is proceeding to Little America V, where it will off-load
the 32 boxes of equipment misplaced earlier on the Greenville Victor y , as well as
other cargo misrouted to McMurdo Sound. The Ij yaqdqS will then proceed to New
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Zealand. The G1aier will proceed to Lyttleton, where she is expected on Feb-
ruary 16, for a fuel barge and mail. Expected date of return to McMurdo is
February 25. The Glacier will then undertake a reconnaissance of the Weddell
Sea and Knox Coast.

I]. OPERATIONS OF OTHER COUNTRIES

The Norwegian motor Vessel ista	is reported trapped in the ice of the
Davis Sea. The i(ista	had put into the U65.3R. station of Mirny, where
P G. Law, Director of the Antarctic Division, Australian Department oi External
Affairs, paid a visit td the station, The Içtta Q9J1 had encountered difficulty
in the ice when entering the sea and had been assisted by a Soviet plane which
scouted the floes for the ship, On its departure, the Kija	was again trappein the sea ice.

Arrangements have been made between the Austtalian station at Mawson and
the Soviet station of Mirny to exchangsmeteorologjcal information. The Soviet
station haa reported an aerial and ground reconnatsance of the osia of the
Queen Mary Coast in the vicinity of the Bunger Hills, which was first sighted
by an American aerial observer in 1948. The Soviet ground party found that soil
temperature at midday reaches a peak of 26 C. and that the snow temperatures
stands at about 00 C. The party ieported that the only, life in this oasis were
birds, including stormy petre.ls and gulls, and that the flora consisted of moss
and lichens. Leader of the reconnaissance party was Evgeny l(orotkevich.

The	returning from the French statiofl at Pointe G(ologie in Ad1ie
Land, has arrived at Hobart,Au3ta1ja. On February 9 Bertrand Imbert visitedthe office of the USNC u ZGY Søcretariat. lie is on his way to Paris from Australiawhere he left the	. K. Imbert seomed very pleased with the manner,, in which
the French operaUons had succ*eded this year. The station of Pointe Geologichas been set up on lie des ?traIs. the site of the 1952 French station, aboutthree miles from the main land. Fourteen men will winter over this year underthe leadership of M. Robert Guillard. In speaking of next year's operation,K. Imbert said that s trail party would leave Pointe Go1ogie about October 1
with two Sno-Cats and three. Weasels. This party will make three trips to the
satellite station site transporting 50 tons of equipment. During the winter of
1956-57 three men will occupy ',the satellite station, while the remainder of the
party will return to Pointe Geologie.

Scandinavian Airlines has proposed to make the first commercial flight over
Antarctica later this year carrying European visitors to the Olympic Games at
Melbourne, Australia.
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